
Restorative Practice Continuum
Restorative Process Type

Positive 
Correction

Affective 
Statement & 
Conversation

Individual 
Conference

Small Group 
Conference

Large 
Group 

Conference

Classroom 
Conference

Community 
Conference

Leaving 
Well 

Conference

Less serious incidents More serious incidents

Less preparation/follow-up More serious preparation/follow-up

Outcomes sometimes documented & reviewed          Outcomes always documented & reviewed

(Adapted from Thorsborne & Vinegrad, 2009)
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Stages 1-2 Stages 3-4



Positive Corrections

• Tactical ignoring
• Non-verbal messages
• Proximity
• Quiet questioning
• Pause direction
• Rule reminders
• Take-up time
• Acknowledgement of feeling and deflection
• Choice direction

(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Quick

Corrective
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Individualised
Developmentally 

appropriate 
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Affective Statement & Conversation
During the maths class, Troy is off task, chatting to his mates and tapping on the desk with his 
pencils like a drum kit.  Mrs Allen has attempted non-verbal signals, proximity and has given 
choices about changing his behavior.   None of which has worked.  Mrs Allen finally asks Troy 
to sit at the reflection desk to the side of the room to which he complies.  Following the class, 
Mrs Allen has a quick chat with Troy.

“Troy, I enjoy having you in our class and listening to your contributions.  I didn’t like asking you 
to sit at the reflection desk but you need to know that when you were repeatedly tapping on 
the desk and chatting it was hard for me to teach.  I was disappointed because you’re 
usually fairer than that.”
“Is there anything I need to know about your distracting behaviours?”*

“Troy, it’s normal to not be interested in every learning moment but it’s still important to be 
respectful of those around you.  Next lesson I want you to tune in and respectfully contribute 
in the learning moment.  Does that sound fair?”

(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Affective Statement & Conversation
(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Affective Statement & Conversation
During the maths class, Troy is off task, chatting to his mates and tapping on the 
desk with his pencils like a drum kit.  Mrs Allen has attempted non-verbal signals, 
proximity and has given choices about changing his behavior.   None of which 
has worked.  Mrs Allen finally asks Troy to sit at the reflection desk to the side of 
the room to which he complies.  Following the class, Mrs Allen has a quick chat 
with Troy.

“Troy, I enjoy having you in our class and listening to your contributions.  I didn’t 
like asking you to sit at the reflection desk but you need to know that when you 
were repeatedly tapping on the desk and chatting it was hard for me to teach.  
I was disappointed because you’re usually fairer than that.”
“Is there anything I need to know about your distracting behaviours?”*

“Troy, it’s normal to not be interested in every learning moment but it’s still 
important to be respectful of those around you.  Next lesson I want you to tune in 
and respectfully contribute in the learning moment.  Does that sound fair?”

Affirm the 
student

Challenge the 
behaviour 

using an affect 
word

Reaffirm the 
student

Give right of 
reply

(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Affective Statement & Conversation
(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Your turn
With a partner, write an affective conversation based on the following scenario:
• Your class were busy working on collaborative projects in small groups.  You 

were helping a group synthesise some information when out of the corner of 
your eye you notice Kaylee and Lucia had wandered away from their group 
and were chatting at the back of the room, seemingly looking at a phone.  You 
tried to catch Kaylee’s eye but she doesn’t make eye contact.  As the girls were 
not too far away you call out, “hey Kaylee and Lucia, your group could use your 
help on the project”’.  Although Kaylee and Lucia look at you and clearly hear 
what you’ve said, they do not comply.  You finish up with the group you’re 
helping and make your way over to the girls for a chat.  

Remember to include the 5 components of an affective conversation
1. Affirm the student
2. Challenge behaviour with affect word
3. Reaffirm the student
4. Give right of reply
5. Partially agree, restate expectations
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Individual Conference
Be calm and friendly, introduce yourself or say hi then begin the chat
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What happened? 
Or what were you 

thinking when 
you…?

What will fix this?

Would you like my 
help to do that?

Who gets affected 
by this kind of 

behavior?

How does this 
affect others?

What are you 
thinking about that 
now that we are 

chatting?

What’s a fair way 
to deal with it if this 

happens again?

Thank the student for the chat, offer positive feedback where appropriate



The Small Group Conference
1. Ask the mistake-maker:

• What happened?

2. Ask the harmed:

• Does that sound right?  Was there anything 
different from your perspective?

3. Ask the mistake-maker:

• What were you thinking/feeling when you?

• What do you think/feel about your choice now?

• Who here has been affected/harmed/upset by 
what’s happened?

• How do you think … has been affected?

4. Ask the harmed:

• What did you think when this happened?

• How was it/has it been for you?

• What’s been the worst thing?* optional

• What needs to be done to make things better?

5. Ask the mistake-maker:

• What do you think of (harmed person’s) idea?

Does that sound fair?

6. Ask both:

• What is a fair way to deal with it if (mistake-maker) 
doesn’t do what they have agreed to here?

We have an agreement.  Is this ok to be verbal or 
should it be documented?

7. Closing (ask both):

Is there anything else someone needs to say before we 
finish?

Well done on handling this so maturely

I’ll catch up with you both to see how things are (give a 
time)

Be respectful, be honest, take turns to speak

(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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The Small Group Conflict
Ask each student in turn:

• What happened and what was your part in it?  (if it’s the 
same as .. just say …)

• What were you thinking [feeling] when you [describe 
behaviour]?

• What do you [think/feel] about that [your choice] now 
that we are having a having a chat about it?

(if struggling, kindly ask)

• Good/bad decision?

• Fair/unfair?

• Helpful/unhelpful?

• Better/worse?

(paraphrase their response and agree kindly)
• Who here do you think has been affected by what’s 

happened?  How?  Anybody else you can think of?

• What’s been the worst of it? (optional)

Ask the group in general:

• Now that we’ve heard from everyone, what are people 
thinking? (pause, wait)

• Does anyone want to say anything?

• If apologies are made at this point, ask:

• Apologiser: what are you apologising for? And Recipient: did 
you hear that apology? (or similar)

Ask the group in general (some or all of the questions):

• What will stop things getting worse between you?

• What will help you all to play/work together without anymore 
upsets?

• What have we agreed to?  Should our agreement be 
documented as a formal agreement, or is it just a verbal 
agreement?

• What’s a fair way to deal with it if people don’t do what 
we’ve just agreed to?

• Closing (ask the group in general):

• Thanks everyone, is there anything else someone wants to say 
before we finish?

“Be respectful, be honest, take turns to speak”
(adapted from Hansberry, 2016)
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Restorative Chat (modified)
Be calm and friendly, introduce yourself or say hi then begin the chat
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What happened? 

At … it’s not ok to … 
Next time what can 
you do instead? (or 

choice or state)

When you … was 
that a good or a 

poor choice?
How did you make 
… feel when you 

…?

What did you 
want to/hope 

would happen?

To fix this up, 
what do you 

need to do? (or 
choice or state)
Would you like 

my help?

Thank the student for the chat, offer positive feedback where appropriate

(Langley, 2013)



W.A.R.M
Warm in manner, words and approach

W What – listen to the stories

A Affect – explore the harm/impact

R Reflect & Repair – the harm

M Move forward - prevention

(Adapted from Jansen & Matla, 2011)
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